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CHAPTER I: 'alE PROGRAM

The program for Institutionalized Children, 104-75, involved

approximately 2181 children in 35 institutions in the New York

City metropolitan area. There were 98 sites where the program was

conducted; these sites were the.institutions and group homes con-

nected to them. Children come to be in the institutions for a

variety of reasons: they may be orphaned, neglected, dependent,

in need of supervision, or emotionally disturbed. Children in the

institutions and group homes were selected to participate in the

program through two different selection procedures. In thq larger

institutions, children were selected through test scores on

standardized and teacher made tests. In the smaller institutions,-

children werp selected through recommendations made by teachers

and through recommendations of institutional and group home super-

visors. For each child selected to participate in the program,

there was a demonstrable need for extra help in reading and/or

mathematics. These needs are found in an overwhelmingly high per-

centage of children residing in such institutions.

As a result of being in the program, children were expected

1

to show greater improvement in measured achievement in reading and/

or mathematics when compared, through. the histOrical regression meth-,

od, to increases in achievement that could be expected to occur/with- .

out benefit of the program. In order to accomplish this objective,

the program was designed to provide regular after school tutorial

learning experiences fOr the children in reading and/or Tnr_hematics.

The tutors, all licensed teachers selected by the Program Coordi-



nator in conjunction with the institutional supervisors, formed

the heart of the program. While techniques varied considerably

from tutor to tutor, the clear similarity among the various

techniques was the establishment of personal, individual relation-

ships between the tutors and each of their students. Tutoring took

place in the child's place of residence. The tutors were, for the

most part, not connected with the children's regular schools. The

tutors attempted, in every case, to make concrete and to personal-

ize the content that they gave the children. This one-on-one

situation, where an interested adult interacted with a child in a

less formal setting than the child's regular school, was felt to

be the setting most cond cive to achieving the objectives of the

program. The program operated from September 1, 1974'through

June 30, 1975.
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CHAPTER II: EVALUATIVE PROCEDURES

Evaluation Objectives

1. "As a result of participation in the Program for Institu-
tionalized Children, the reading grade of the students
will show a statistically significant difference between
the real posttest score and the anticipated posttest
score."1

2. 'a result of participation in the.Program for Institu-
tionalized Children, the mathematicS grade of.the students
will show a statistically significant difference 'between
the real posttest score and the anticipated posttest
score."2

3. "To determine the extent to which the program is imple-
mented, and the extent to which the program conforms with
"the description in the project proposal."3

Evaluation.Instruments .

1. The Metropolitan Achievement Test.4

2. The Site Visit Interview and Observation Schedule (see

Appendix C).

Data from the Metropolitan Achievement Test (MAT) were used to

evaluate Evaluation Objectives #1 and #2. Data from the Site Visit

Interview and Observation Schedule were used to evaluate 3valuation

Objective #3.

Sampling and Evaluation Sequence

-------4he-overal1----plan for this year's-evaluation of tile Program

1. Williamson, W.E. An Evaluation D6.4. n for: B E 09 96 6
#09-59674, Program for Institutiona ze ren. New York:'

.

-Board of Education,.Office of-Educational Evaluation,
August, 1974, p. 3,

2. Ibid, p. 4.

3. Ibid, p. 4.

4. Bixler, H. H. et al. Mbtropolitan Achievement Test. New York:
, Harcourt, Brace,, Jpvanovich, 1971.
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for Institutionalized Childreh was to obtain pretest and posttest

scores on every child participating in the program. Theoretically

a child would be pretested in September, 1974, and posttested in

the last week of, .y, 1975. ,This testing sequence was, hoeever,

impossible to maintain in all cases dueto a variety of reasons.

The most frequent reason was the mobility of many children in the

program. Because of L:ourt decisions, parents taking children

home, placement in another institution or home, and children who

went A.W.O.L. from the institution, some children left the program

earlier than the June 30, 1975 closing date while others entered

laper than the September 1, 1974 beginning date. Thus, while the

majority of children,in the Program were pretested in September

or October, 1974, and were posttested in the last week of May,

1975, the span of time between pretesting and posttesting for some

children did vary. Because of this variation, a separate analysis

was prepared, based on the length of time the children were actually

in the program.

Another factor which disrupted the testing schedule and in

some cases made it impossible to conduct was the emotibnal com-
-

ponent found in the behaViOr of many of the ,children, Testing.was

difficult and frequently imposSible with institutionalized children.

Taking a standardized test like the MAT appears to be very frustrat-

ing for emotionally disturbed children who are years below grade

level in reading and/or-mathematics. Several children did not
_

attempt to finish the pretest or the posttest while others simply

refused to take the tests at all. 'Bach reason for missing test

scores was tallied. The number of missing scores for each reason

8



is presented on the Data Loss Form in Appendix B.

Finally, some of the individual institutions and group Irmes

did not begih the program until the end or September, 1974, or,"in

some cases, until the'beginning of January, 1975, because of prob-

lims in hiring personnel and in scheduling and space requirements.

The site visits were begun in January, 1975, when all .of the sites

had functioning programs. These visits continued periodically

.until the middle of May. A total of 74 sites- were visited.

9



CHAPTER III: FINDINGS

Test Score Data

For the first statistical analysis of the data, the test scores

were grouped by component code. For each component code-grouping

.a one-way analysis of variance was performed, comparing observed

posttest score means with predidted pottest score means. Predicted

means were generated using the "historical regression" formula.

Predicted means were an indication of increases in test scores that

could have been expected if the children.had not participated,in

the program. The results of these analyses are presented by cm-

ponent code in Table 1. The component codes can be interpreted as

follows: the first three digits specify reading or mathematics.

scores (608 = reading, 609 = math); the fourth digit indicates

public or private school attendance (1 = public, 2 = private); the

last digit specifies grade level grouping (2 = kindergarten_ 3 =

lst-3rd grades, 4 = 4th-6th grades, 5 = 7th-9th grades, 6 = 10th-

12th grades). It should be noted that test scores for kindergarten

children are given in letter ranks rather than numerical scores,

so there are no means or statistical tests for the component codes

involving kindergarten children.

Table 1 indicates that for 13 of the 16 component codes,

statistically significant differences were obtained between pre-

dicted and observed,posttest means. The component code groupings

where nonsignificant differences occurred had very mall numbers

of subjects. It is quite.poisible that if there had been more
\

Observations with accompanying inbreases in degrees of freedom,
/

, 10



Table 1 7
.---

ANALYSIS OF TEST SCORE DATA,BY4COMPONENT CODE

Historical regression'analysis comparing predicted
posttest reading and mathematics scores on the
Metropolitan-Achievement Test; .all means given in
grade equivalents; dash indicates'no mathematics
'program; xx indicates non-numerical data for kin7.-
dergarten children; data grouped by component code.

I.

Predicted Observed
Posttest Mean Posttest Mean

Mean N Mean

Component Code

60812 xx 19 xx 19

60813 2.49 124 2.73
:

60814 3.50 243 3.65

60815 4.81 556, 5.23

60816 6.28 191 6.78

60822 Xx 6. .xx

60823 2.51 39 2.69 ,

60824 3.44 51 3.60

60825 4.84 11' 5.16

60826 6.40 5 6:61
,

60913 2.64 54 2.98

60914 3.80 150 ,4.07
_

60915 5.28 .373 5.69

60916 6.33 169 6.'179

1

60923 2.69 11 2.80

60924 3.84 16 4.12

60925 5.30 8 5.51

60926 6.39 4 6.66
,Y

60912

60922

ilmo

11.

124 10.48 .01

243 11.56 .01

556 16.47 .01

191 9.87 .01

6

39 4.41 .01

51 5.27 .01'

11 3.62 .05

5 4.41 N.S.

54 15.01 .01
17,

150 10:-.25 .01

373 15.25 .01

169 .9.81 .01
_

41.

11 3.3a N.S.

16 5.13 .01

8 4.14 .05

4 5.12 N.S.



significant differences could have been expected for these groups

also. 0

The second analysis involved grouping the scores according to

the length of timechildren had participated in the.program. Three

groupings were used.: 1-3 months, 4-6 months, and 7-9 Months:' For

each grouping a one-way analysis of variance was performed, com-

paring observed posttest scores with predi6ted posttest scores.

The results are presented in Table 2.
,

Table 2 indicates that significant differenCes between predict-

ed.and.observed means occurred for both reading and mathematics

scores at every level of months in program. Further, it can'be

-observed that the Magnitude of the differences increases as months

in.program Increase.

An arialysis.of the kindergarten scores was done by ,converting

the letter scores into ranks and using the Wilcoxon matched-pairs

signed-ranks test. Two such tests were performed,.one for private

school kindergarten children (component code 60822) and one for

public school children (component code 60812). Both tests involved

pre-reading scores, since there were no kindergarten children

tutored in mathematics. The results of the tests were a t value

of 1.74 for the private-kindergarten' group (N.S.) arid a t value .of

2.69 for the public=kindergarten group (p<,01).

Site Visit Interview and Observation Schedule (Evaluation Objective

P-4
_d

A standard procedure was used for the site Visits. The tutor

was interviewed, the materials he or she used were recorded, and

finally the tutor was observed in the actual tutorial session.

12
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Table 2

ANALYSIS OF TEST SCORE DATA B GRAM

Historic 1---regression analysis comparlag predicted
posttes rehding and mathematics zcores on the
,Ikletropo itan Achievement Test; ali means given in
gKade quivalents; data grouped by months in program.

Months in.
Program
(reading)

PredictAd Posttest
Mean-

Mean

'Observed Posttest
Mean

Mean

1 - 3 Mo. 4.51 137 4.83 137 4.45 .01

4 - 6 Mo. 4.67 249 5.02 249 6.41 .01

7 - 9 M. 4.84 859 e- 5.22 859 11.86 .01

(math)

1 - 3 Mo. 4.5 86 5.13 86 4:17 .01

4 - 6 Mo. 4.89 159 5;19 159 5.24 :01

9 Mo. 5.15 5'4.0 5057 540 9.88 .01

1 3
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The results of the first responses to the schedule of questions given

to 74 tutors were tallied, with the following results:

1. Characteristics of Population Served. All '71 tutors

(100%) said that the population they served was dc- oy the

Proposal. Fifteen tutors (20.3%) added that at leab,, one of their

students was emotionally disturbed.

2:tross Reference to Other Programs. Sixty-three tutors

(85.1%) knew of no.,other remedial program involving their students.

Eight tutors (10.8%) nbted that their students were tnvolved ln

New York City High School Equivalency Programs. One tutor (1.3%)

described a work-study program sponsored by H.E.W. in which.stud6nts

from N.Y.U. and CCNY worked with institutionalized children'in

counseling roles. 'One tutor (1.3%) said a student of his was in

the College Bound prograM at the .student's high school ahd one

tutor (1.3%) said her students received help from a homework helper

volunteer program sponsored by the institution.

3. Objectives. All of the tutors said that their approach

to their work was defined by the objectives stated in the Proposal

of the Program for Institutionalized Children.,

4. Other Narrative Information.

a'. Features that v 're outstanding contributorS to the

achievement of the objectives.

(1). One-to-one tutorial sessions. Thirty-six tutors

(48.0%) stated that working with one student at a

time was the single most important feature of the

program.

(2). Rapport between student and tutor. Ten tutbrs-,

1 4
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C.

(13.5%) felt the most important contributor to suc-

cess was the establishment of strong rapport between

student and teacher.

(3). Cooperation of itution or group home staff.

Eight tutors (10. at the working relation-

ship with the instl,,, _1 or group home staff was

,the main contributor toward success of the program.

(4). Other features. The other features mentioned

most frequently were: the freedom of the tutor to

use the method he or she felt worked best with in-

divicilal students (7 tutors, 9.4%); use of games,

puzzles and other motivational devices (5 tutors,

6.7%);/involvement of students to the point that they

were helping other students (5 tutors, 6.7%); and the

advantao,e of teaching children informally in a home

setting, using a humanistic approach (3 tutors, 4.0%)

b. If project failed to achieve major objectives, give

probable causes.

(1). Project not failing. Forty-six tutors (62.2%)

felt strongly that the project was not failing.

(2). Exceptional children. Twelve tutors (16.2%)

mentioned that they were failing with selected children

who were' psychotic, emotionally disturbed, brain

damaged or recalcitrant in the tutorial situation.

These tutors noted that many of their students had no

homes or had been beaten or abandoned by their parents.

(3). Other causes:- for failure. The other causes

15,

t.,
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12.

mentioned most frequently were high turnover rate

among students (7 tutors, 9.4%); problems in atten-

dance (5 tutors, 6.7%); and the need for more tutorial

sessions per week (4-tutors, 5.4%).

c. Unexpected 0-4- probable causer-

(1). No tiu. .,Lo;comes. Forty-one tJtors

(55.4%) did not observe any.unexpected outcomes.

(2). Rapport. Twelve tutors (16.2%) mentioned the

unexpectedly strong rapport that was developed with

the children. These tutors felt themselves quite per-

sonally involved with the success of their students.

(3). Dramatic improvement. Eleven tutors ,' .9%)

cited drama:i.c,increases reading and/or hematics

performanc Jhich they aGt uuted to their . ntst

highly pos _ve response t the one-on-one 1

situation

(4). Othe-.. unexpected outcomes. Other unexpected

outcomes cited were: increased school attendance (5

tutors, 6.-%), positive changes in the studentst self

concepts (3 tutors', 4.0%), and the observation that

hyperacti,c', chi-Aren are 1111:2h more cooperatfve when

teaching de-on-one (2 t-,,tors, 2.7%)

d. Recommend ns to improve or redesign program for next

year's operatic:.

(1). Need for a diagnostic test. Eighteen tutors

(24.3%) expressed dissatisfaction with the MATyas a

diagnostic test. They felt that the evaluation of the

1 6
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program should involve a test that would allow

the tutors to evaluate a student's specific

problems, rather than a test like the MAT that

only provides gross differentiation of problem

areas.

(2). Varied materials en tutors (13.5%)

suggested that the basis of the program's

success was found in being able to change

materials as r'lpidly as a student mastered

or lost interes in the materials being

worked on.

(3). More ses- erweek. Eight tutors

(10.8%) felt t 7` impact of the program

would be increaFed -.1.Th more tutorial ses-

sions per weeh pot -_,dent. In the larger

4..nstitutions, s were seen for a one

hour session a week. The tutorS

felt that thr h sessions per week

would improve ,ccess of the prograr

(4). Other .)ramlations. Five tutors

(6.7%) said t ded a more isolated

space to work with fleir students. Four

tutors (5.4%) r,'T. ed more .Dopera-
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tion from group home supervisors in scheduling tu-

torial sessions and in.making sure students appeared

for them. Four tutors (5.4%) requested more trips to

serve as motivational devices.

e. Practical'suggestions to a colleague in .establishing

a similar program.

(1), Obtain varied taterials. Seventemi tutors (23.0%)

recotmended that the most importamtpreparation a new:

tutor'Could make was the assembling of a variety of

materials before beginning the tutorial session.

(2). Become acquginted'with students. Sixteen tutors

(21.6%) said that no tutoring.could iake place with,

many of the institutionalized children until a per-

sonal relationship was developed between tutor and

student. The tutors sai&that such children tend to

be distrustful of adultsand need to learn to trust

them before the students will commit themselves to

learning.

(3). Flexible tutors. Thirteen tutors '(17.6%) sug-

gested that obtaining staff for tutoring should:in-

volve the hiring of tutors who were flexible and

could adjUst to the varied needs Ofchildren whose

attention' spans were limited and for Whom learning was

frequentlyrinterrupted by seVere motional Problems.

(4). Other suggestions. Six tutors (8.1%) recommend-

ed that a. learning,situation should be established in

which any step' a child makes in learning is reinforced,'
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regardless of the chilc s actual level of performance.

Six tutors (a%) said that it was important to io a

precise diagnostic analysis of a student's problem

areas in reading and/or mathematics before beginning,

the tutorial program. Five tutors (6.7%) said it was

very important to begin with, a student at his or her

own level. Giving the student too much too fast

almost guarantees failure, since the students' re-

sponse tends to be shut off any communication or

attempt to learn. Five tutors (6.7%) felt that an

orientation session for tutors is necessary in which

the type of child to be tutored would be discussed as

well as appropriate methods for conducting the tu-
fo

torial session. Thr,e tutors (4.0%) mentioned the

importance of obtain:ag materials which were relevant

to -;he culturalmilicuof the children. Three tutors

(4.0%) felt that liew staff should be encouraged tc

develop an informal approach to'the-learning situation

so as to differentiate the tutorial session from the

child's salool experience.

f. Integration of effective practices developed in pro-

ject intc regular school program.

(1) Problem area-check list. All 74 tutors (100%)

use:: a chc,..k list provided by the program coordinator.

Thi was sent to the children's day school teachers

whc indicated areas in which the students were suc-

cessful and areas in which they had problems. Twenty-
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five of the tutors (33.8%) felt, hdwever, that the

forms were not particularly useful because the areas

to be evaluated were too t;eneral or because the stu-

dents "lost" the lists before they could be

to the tutor.

(2;. Constraints on homework help,. Seven tutors (9.4%)

felt their tutorial sessions and the student's work at

school would be more intgrated if the tutor was given

the prerogative to help children with their homework

on specific occasions. 111c9 tutors said that their

Students resented the s7;ipulation that tutors could

not help with,homework. and that this.resentment
. ,

severely weakened the rapport the tutors had established.

g. Adequacy of the facilities and materials. In 69 of the

74 sites visited (93.2%) ,the facilities were observed to

be adequate. In five group hcmes (6.8%), tutors were as-

signed work spaces by the group home supervisors'which

were inadequate because the spaCes were too public. These

inadequate spaces were located in Corners of larger living

room areas which were frequented by children and adUlts

.not involved in the tutorial session. The traffic through

the rocm and the distractions of the extra People. in the

room tended to dLsrupt the tutorial work. It is important

tO note that children who are extremely behind in reading

and/or mathematics seem to be acutely aware of their in-

adequacy, and tend to be :ere.r.zve about it. The defense

tat tut.L. s most frequently observed was an "I don't care"

2 tL
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attitude. This attitude was broken down in the privacy

of a successful tutorial session, but as soon as stu-

dent,s deficits in readinL, Lheit.c.s were

Qoserved by his or her peers, the attitude reasserted.

It is of extreme importance t the success _f the program,

therefore that the tutorial ssion be cor.Lucted in as

private a situation as possible.

The materials used by the tutors were adequate.

Tutors frequently supplemented published materials like

SRA kits and reading and mathematics book-workbook series

with teacher made materials and with games and puzzles.

Several of the mathematics tutors found that hand-sized,

battery powered calculatorS were exceptionally good moti-

vational devices tor their students. Flash cards, pro-

jected oaterials, and projects constructed by students

were also frequently employed by tutors to involve stu-

dents in non-threatening learning experiences. Every

tutor observed had,more than enough material prepared for

each tutorial session. Each tutor also had several alter-

native sets of,Material prepared in case students appeared

,to need a change in material during a given tutorial

session.
N,

Dis 1.1...tytaisx_411q11

The imlementad program dc-:3 coincite with the program as des-

criz. in the ar6ppsa1 and, for the most part, is servicing the

needs Df the target Population - institutionalized childrer_ ranging'
N\

trom kindergarten throughN12th grade who attend public or 72rivate
N\

2 1
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schools. There is a discce i.. er, in a of this

target population which is the result of the higa turnover rate of

children in four of the institutions. These four institutions

serve as temporary shelters and as distribution centers for the

children who are sent to them. The average stay for children in

such institutions is from '..;wo weeks to two months. In the proposal,

such an institution might be assigned support to provide the pro-

gram to 20 children during the school year. The reality of the

situation, however, is-that the great majority of_these twenty

students will have left the institution within two months and will

have been replaced by other students.. Thus, on-paper, the institu-

,tion services'20 students per year while in fact 100 or 1.50 students

may come in contact with the program for a much shorter length of

time.

Recommendatidns from Last Prior Study

"a. There is a need for greater articulation between the .
tutorial sessionS and the day school program that the

children attend,"5

"b. There is a need for a wider range of teaching materials.n6'

"c. There iS a need for several assistant coordinators to be
available to the tutors."7

The first recommendation has peen implemented in the 1974-75

program through the use of the check list sent by tutors to the day

school teachers. The check list allowed day school teachers to

5. Gottlieb, J. Evaluation Re ort: Pro ram for InstitutionLlized

Children, 1 ct on o. 0' - 0. ew or . Board

of-Eaucation, Of ice of Educatrona1 E78.1uation,T. 5.

6. Ibid, p. 5.

Ibid, p. 6. 2 2
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indicate to the tutors the areas of weakness in reading and/or

mathematics of their students. However, as has been noted in item

4.f.(1) of the analysis of the Site Visit Interview and Observation

Schedule given above, the check list was not found to be satisfacto--

ry by 33.8% of the tutors.

The second recommendation has been implemented, primarily

,
through the availabAlity of funds this year for books, workbooks,

projection devices, calculators, and games and puzzles. Also the

ability of the tutors to create their own materials has broadened

the range of materials used in the srogram.

The third recommendation hasalso been implemented. One special

assistant coordinator has been hired this year to supervise tutors at

the largest institution connected with the program. This coordin'a-

tor has been quite-successful in providing 'leadership for those-

tutors for whom he is responsible and in serving as a resource

person for tnose tutors. In addition, the regular assistant co-

ordinator of the project and four other part-time assistant hired

specifically to perform service functions for the tutors, shared

in the overseeing of the tutors/ work and had regular conferences

with the project coordinator.

23
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CHAPTER IV: SUMMARY OF MAJOR FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Test Score Data

The analyses of the test score data indicate that the Program

for Institutionalized. Children, 1994-75, did ihei-ease the reading

and/or mathematics ability through the children's participation in

after school tutorial andsmall group sessions. Significant in-

creases in observed mean scores, when compared to means predicted

if the children had not participated in the program, were observed

for 13 of the 16 component code groupings. For the two non-numeri-

cal sets of scores for the public kindergarten and private kinder-

garten component,code groups,-4gnifitant increases were observed

in rank for the publiC kindergarten.group.

=When analyses were_performed using time.in program as a group-__

ing variable, significant ihcreases in mean scores wOre observed

at every level. The magnitude of differenceS between predicted

and observed means increased as a function of time in the prOgram,

suggesting that the impaCt of the program is cumulative - the

longer a student is. in the proeram, the greater are the chances

for growth.

Site Visit IntervieW and Observation Schedule

The data. from.the Site Visit Interview and.Observation Sched-

ule also indicate that the program was successful.- One-to-one

tutorial sessions and rapport between-student and tutor were felt

:by the tutor,to-be central-to success of the prOgram. Where

failure occurred, it was most frequently attributed to. emotional\

diqturbances of children, ihany of whom had a history of ablise,

2 4
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neglect and abandonment. The turnover rate of children in four of

the institutions was also a factor which reduced the effectiveness

of the program.

The tutors made the following main recommendations toQimprove

the program for next year: (1) replacement of the MAT, (2) extension

of the program to areas related tc reading and mathematics4 (3) more

direct contact between tutors and day school teachers and (4)_the

availability of varied materials.,,

It is clear that the use of varied materials is also central

to,the success of the program since this was the most frequently

cited piece of advice tutors said they would give to a colleague

beginning a tutorial program. Almost as frequently given was the

advice that new tutors first establish a personal relationship with'

their students before the actual tutorial sessions begin. Flexi-

bility on the part of the tutors in devising Nork sequences was

also felt to be important.'

Conclusions
;

On the basis of the test score data and the interviews and

observatioris, it can be concluded that the program is successful

in servicing the needs of.ethe target population. It is particularly

relevant that only 11 of the 74 tutors interviewed knew of other

'remedial programs involving their students. None of these other

programs was specifically designed to deal with problems in the

. basic areas of reading and mathematics.

Recommendations for Next Yearls_Operation

1. Given the large deficits observed for most of the institutiona-

lized children in reading and mathematics, and the increaSes in
0

'2 5
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a

ability resulting from experience in the program, it is strongly

recommended that the program be continued for next year. .The

ability of the rtutors to establish..strong rappo5t with their Stu-

dents appears-to be_integral to the program, since these-institu-

tionalized children have frequently had poor relationships with

adults. The establi',4ment'aof a strbng relationship Wiith.the"tutor

seems to effect positively the attitudes of children toward

adults, to strengthen the children's self-concepts ,'phrough success

experiencT.s, and ultimately to raise the children's achievement

2. The evaluator should choose a diagnostic test or a criterion

referenced,test to,evaluate the program. Such a test would serve

'the dual function of an evaluation inst,rument for the evaluatorA

and a diagnostic instrument for the tutors.

3. Some provision should be made'innext year's program for chil-
<

dren ,who, for any of a variety of reasons-, do not receive.a full

year's experience in-the program. -Perhaps a special, .acated

program could be devised for them in conjunction with the use of

a diagnostic or criterion referenced test that would allow tutors

to pinpoint specific deficits and tb deal with them on a session by

session basis.
1

4. 13;acause of the-iiportance given to the use of varied materials, .

it would seem helpful to establish a collection of resource-materialg

for the tutorS. Such a central collection would allow tutorgIto

choose among the widest array of materials possible as well as to

provide a place to file successful teacher made materials that

might be of use to other tutors. At present the tutors do have



access to a special education..resource center maintained by the

Board of Education in Mid-Manhattan. Perhaps procedures could be

worked out with this center to establish a collectfon of materials

specifically designed to meet the needs of institutionalized

4children.

Of

2 7
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CHAPTER V: EXEMPLARY PROGRAM ABSTRACT

The Program for Institutionalized Children, 1974-75, operated

in 98 sites (institutions and related group homes) in the New York

Metropolitan area from September 1, 1974 through June 30, 1975.

,The following component code groupings showed statistically signi-

ficant differences between observed posttest means and posttest

means Rredicted on the.basis of the growth expected if the children

had not been involved in the program:

Reading, Activity Code 720 Mathematics, Activity Code 720

Public School Public School
Grades Component Code Grades Component Code

K 60812 K (no program)

1-3 60813 1-3 60913

4-6 60814 4-6 60914

7-9 60815* 7-9 60915

10-12 60816 , 10-12 60916

Reading Mathematics-
Pri'vate School Private School

GradeS .

Grades

K 60822 (N.S.) K (40 program)

13 60823 173 60923 (N.S.)

p4-6 60824
.

4-6 60924

7-9 60825. 7-9 6092,5

10,12 60826 (N.s.) 10-12 60926 (N.S.)

The faetors whieh,appeared most instrumental in producing the

mean increases in measured abili÷ Y" P tutors in a one-

to-one teaching situation anCi :apport which tutors and

students developed as a result of continuous contact of a supporta-

tive adult with a child in an informal learning situation.

'* EXceeded one year's growth in reading.

95 4 %



PROGRAM FOR INSTITUTIONALIZED CHILDREN, 1974-75

APPENDIX A: M.I.R. FORM

Function No, 09-59636-74

26. br Histori.zal Regression Desiga 0-step Formula fOr Reading and Mathematics.

Stanardized Test Results

In the Table below, enter the
requested assessment information about ,the tests used to evaloate!th

effsctivenes s. of major project component/activities in achieving desired objectives. This form re-

quires means obtained from scores in the !.orm of grade .equivalent units qs processed ,by the 6-step

i!ormula,(see District Evaluator's,Ha dbcok of Selected Evaluation Proced6res, 1974, p. 29-31) Be-

fore completing this table, read all footnotes. At.ch additional sheets if necessary,

25

Component

Code

Activity

Code

Test

Used

_II
Form Level Total

N 2/

,

Gro4

ID 2!

Number

Tested

4/

Pretest

Predicted

Posttest

Mean

Actual.

siattjaw

Date Mean

Obtained

Value

ofj

Sub-

GroL:D
Pre Post Pre Post Date Mean

6 0 8 1 2 /.' 7

.

2 0 MAT-

71 F G

,

Pri Pri 22 12 19 9/74

score given

No numerical

il let:er

4ata.

ranks.

_

0 8 1 3

.. v

/ 7
A

2 0

MA

G El 'El 140 13 124 9 74 ).'7
2,49 5/75 2,73 10.48**

6 0 8 1 4

,A

71/ II

4 .

II II It fl fl ..

I. El 303 14 243 ''' 3.06 3.50 " 3,65 11.56**

;

I ;

' 11

. /. /

Vi ti

II

il

II II II II

Int Int 706 15 556 " 4.09 4.81 " 5.23 4847**

ii ii 7777-171PTET
Adv ady 225 16 L91

/
" ,

'
5,92 .6.28

.

" 6.78 9.87**

6 0 8 2 2

H

4
H II H H H

Pri Pri 16"

c

2 2 6 --

score given

No numercal

il let:er

data,

ranks

6082 3

v
it._II 11 II 11 II

El A El 46 (,,, 23 39

s

" 2.14 2,25

5 75

2.69 4.41**

6 0.82 4

II if H II II e

J4 El 61 -24 51 " 3,29 3,40 3.60 5,27**

.

,

1/ Identify the test used and year of publication (MAT-58, CAT-70, etc.). *tp (.01

2../ Total number of participants in the activity. .
*P <45: 3Q

3/ Identify the participants by specific grade level (e.g., grade 3, grade 5). Yhere several grades are com-.

bined, enter the last two digits ofIthe component eca.

. Total number of participants included'in the pre. anTiosttest:ca)cdations, ,

Provide data for the followinglroups separateljt: N rected (Cpde as N), Delinquent (code as D), and

Hahdicapped (code as H). Place the indicated code letter in the last column to signify thR shgroup
,

evaluated,

4
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6 0 9 2 6

APPENDIX A - p. 2

26. Standardized Tezt Re.

Component

Code

6 0

.Test

Activity Used, Pc':

Code Pre

\T 2 0
MAT-

71

INSTITUTIONALIZED CHIIUREN,1974-75 26

Number

Test-

ed

Fric..ton

ctua

Posttest Sub-

V Grou

rJ"'".

6

6

0

0

0

0

0

8

9

9

9

2

1
Ii

1 ii It It

5 ii ci

*

9 1 6 N II

9 2 3 If

0 9 2 4

6 0 9 2 5

Ii

cc

ii

ii ii

* p (.05



/2PENDIX B.

.T - DATA 1.S 27

(attach to m Function

'n table 11 LOSS infoT . r IR, item 430 Ls form, .111 -:-ticip

in each ac:ivity :us: L' tolt: fcr, The 07 at codes use o;q1etion of nO
shxuld be 'sed here ,Lp tho t.;.o tables r .ch ee ..ons 1-1:ther :ns:rc ions.

Compcaealt

Co:c

Activity

Code

(2)

-est

:sed

Total

Tes.o.:o/

Anal7zed

6 0 8

0 8

1

1

2 7

II

0 .2 1MAT-71

II 13

22

140

,.

) (6)

:.pants Ileaso7 .: students we: ot te:td, or if

_a 7c:sted/ .,:ere not 117.11:ed

7.a1-7.ed Number/

Reason

1, Dischar,.: 2. Refused ix take 7777

5, Placement, 6, emotionally unable,

7. A.W.0., 1,

8, Entered 7:-)gram too laLe

9. Deceased

124

8 1 4 303

0 8 1 5
II

15 706 556

5/#1, 2/#2

3/#8

19/#1,4/#2

6/#3, 10/#

1/#5,11/#6

2/#7,7/#8

54/#1, 11/ 24 14/#3

21i#4 2,/h, 26JA,

410, 1703, 109

(1) Identify the participlints ty 4poxific grade level (e.z., grade 3, grade 9). Where .sevral grades are coCbined,

enter the last two ,:igits of the comp7lent code,

(2) Idintif:: the test used and year of publi,dtion NT-70. etc,),

(3) Number .of participants in the aativity.
.

Nuzber.of participants included in the pro and posttest cal'culations found on itm#30.

(5) Nuzber and percent of participar.ta not L..oted and/or,nc-, analyzed,pn iten630.

(6) Specify,all'reasOns why stuLnts were no`' tested andlor analyzed,' or each reason .provide a separate

number count,. If any furzher-documen:ation is available, please attach to this form, :f further apace is

needed _to spgcify and explain data la attach additional,pages to :his form,

375



L'PEN7_. B p.

EVAL': 710 - B LC3S FA

(atsach s i's!30) Func:in 09-59636-74

28

n table enter all ,yta 1,05 Betwen R, n 30, and thisAform, ell participante

ia each dc:i. ;}. nst be ccnt 3 fcr, l'ne cc :.-.1s and ::otivity r_les used in cot,pletioh of iten :110

Lnould 4 USE here that the awo tables isatc ,:LE, definitions tabl, i-urter ilstructions.

Co_2

0

AcWity

CoL

2 0

(1) ; (2)

I

,roup Test

Used

MAT-71

6 0 8 2 4
It

24

(3 )
I

Tota: _

22.)

11.1.111.0.,10

6

6 0 8 2 5
It

II

II

.
(3W

Particin::nts

No: Te :11

Ars'v

N

0

0
(6)

F.easx why students were no: testeC, 4. if

LstA, were not analyzed

Number/ .

Reason

9/#1, 3/#2
_ Di:charged

,Luse o a
1/#5 7/#6

3. Transferred

10

5. Placement

5. mitionaliy-ufWtc

7. Ala

nnret'll

IL-

..11.Mi.
(1)_.IdeniLfy the participants by specific L _evel (e.g grcLo 3, :ado q ). lea :al grades are embined,

en-er the last two da:its of the a

(:) I4ntify the test Used a:: () c.. :-70, SrLV:-74,

(3) Numbcr of participants ac

(4) Numb±: of participants Ln:::.; the ne an posttest calculatic. ,:.:louna on item 3.

(5) NUtbn and percent of.pc7:icia: 71o: 2s:2d and/or not aIalyzed tem30.

(6),Spec_fy all reasons why atuderlt: e 7-Lt -cost:ad and/or analyzed. 7or each reALon 4ecified, provide a sepArAte

nz-.b.er count. If any further ..cumantat1o:1 is, available,,pleas,i attach to _this form. If furtherspace is

needed io specify and ampIL-dn c.ata loss, attach additional.Page,, co this form.
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OFF:CE Cr-F,MATIEAL EVALUATIO 7 DATA_LC3S FGM 29

APPENDIX B p. 3. (attach to,MIR,. item 00) .. Function i'.1,094.9436.74

In this t5b1e 2nterall,Data toss inforntion, 13mreen IR, ,item 30 and this ,form, all participants

in each activity mlls. be aCecunted for, 'The component and activity codes,used inco:npletion .of item ii30

should be used here that the two tables n:atch, See definitions below table for further :nstructions,/,

Cozpcnent

Code

Activity

Code

(1)

Croup

ID.

.

(2)

Test

Used

(3)

Total

.,li

(4)

Number

Tested/

(5)

Participants

Not Tested/

(6)

Reasons why students were not tested, 'or if

tested, were not analyzed

AnalMd....1.4.-----i'N7ol
,

Number/

Reason

6 0 9 1 3 7 2 0 13 MAT-7I 65

,

54 11

1, Discharged

--.24Ikketest-211...32k
.2/#1, 1/#2

2/#6, 1/#83. Transferred

4 Wron: Test

6 0 9 l. 4 " " 14 ".

,

171 150

,

23

5,, Placement

.....,L....Ernoti....--2L-1--allunable

5/il, 372

3/#3 4/#

. 7. AWOL

a: ,Entered'qo:ram tod late

4. 6 1

318

6 0

....-

9 1 5 " " 15 " 449 373 76

c.

24 1, 4

9/#3 120

1 5 15

2/#7 9/#8

6 0

.....-..--4

9 1 " n " 16' " 187

_.--

169

,

18

, 3 /14 2 /#2

3/03 3 #4

6/#6, 1/#7

6 0' 9 2'' " " 23 " .13 11

,

(1) Identify the participants'by specific.graL level (e.g., grade 3, grade 9), neTe several grades are combined

enter the last V40 digits of the component code,

(2) IdEntify the :est used and year of publication NT-.70, SDAT-74, etc.).

.(3) Nuzber of participants in the activity.

(4) Number of participants'included in the vre aad posttest calculations found on iten#30,

(5) Number and percent of participants not.tested'andlor not analyzed on item#30.

(6) Specify 'all reasons why .students were not tested and/or analyzed, For ach reason specified, provide a separate

nuzbet count. If any,further documentation' is available, please attach to this form, If further splice is

needtd to speol-fy and explain data loss, attach additional pageg to this form;

"."

k,
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OFF:CE OF).XCATICI, EVAL72ATION LCSS F07,M

APPENDIX B p. 4 (a,':cach to :',IR, item3/30) Function 1LD9,44[616,74

In this table enter 11 Data Loss in'forMation. Berween .1R, item ,130 and chis form, all-participants

in each.activity m-,:st be accounted for. .

The component and activity codes used in completion of item P30

should be used here so that the t:40 tables match, See definiticins belc.,, table for further :nstrUctiOns.

30

Component

Code

Activity

Code

(I)

Group

T.D.

(2)

Test

Used

(3)

Total

N

(4) .

Turlber

Tested/

Analyzed

(5)

Participants

No: Tested/

Analyzed

(6)
..

Reasons why students were not.tested, or if

tested, were not analyzed

NUber/

leasonN %

6 0 9 2

I

4 7 2 0 24

,

MAT-7 19 16 3

. Discharged

2, Refused to,thke test 1 18

3. Transferred

4. Wcon test

..

,
5. Placement

ioti6.Eniallunable

7, AWOL

8. Entered program too late

. ..
. .

----!-----------------:---
,

,

----__

,

,

(1),Identify the participants by specific grade level (e.g., grade 3, grade 9 ). Where several grades are'covbine4

enter the last two digits of the component code.

(2) Idcntify the test used ,and year of publication 0,1.AT-70, SCAT-74,

(3) Number of participants in the activity.

(4) Number of participants inCluded in the pre and posttest calculations,found on item#30.

(5) Number and percent of patticipants not tested and/or not analyzed on. itemi20.

(6) Specify all reasons students:were not- tested and/or Analyzed. For'each reason specified, provide a separate

number count. Tf any further documentation is available,'please attach tO this form. If fuither spsCa is

needed to specify and explain data loss, attAch additional pagesto this. form.
.
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APPENDIX C

SITE VISIT INTERVIEW AND 'OBSERVATION SCHEDULE

PROGRAM FOR INSTITUTIONALIZED CHILDREN - 1974-75

1. Institution

2. Address

3. Person Interviewed

4. Date of Visit

5. Characteristics of Population served

Cross reference to other programs

Objectives (if different from original proposal)"

8. Other narrative informa4on
a. Features that were outstanding contributors to. ac4evement of

objectives

b. If project failed tO achieve major objective(s), give probable
causes

c. Unexpected outcomes and pràbable reasons/

1`

d. Recommendations to improve or redesign krogram for next yeaiqs
operation

e. Practical suggestions to colleague in establishing similar
program (admin.,,staff)

r
,..

.

f.-- Integration of effective practices develdpedin project into
regular school Trogram

,_

10. Observations

4 1


